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The Royal Danish Mint has an internet
shop with a view to serving Danish and
foreign coin enthusiasts and collectors.
The internet shop is a great success
and it is our impression that customers
worldwide welcome this easy and secure
way to buy collector’s coins and coin
sets.

Danmarks Nationalbank
Cash Desk
Havnegade 5
DK-1093 Copenhagen K.
The opening hours are weekdays from
10.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.
(Only cash payment).

Our website provides information about
and pictures of all coins minted in Denmark. This catalogue is therefore meant
as a service to customers without internet access.

QR codes
QR codes for use by mobile devices. can
the code and read more.

The catalogue includes the pictures and
descriptions of collector’s coins currently
found at www.royalmint.dk. A new catalogue is published twice a year.
The Royal Danish Mint takes orders by
telephone (+45) 43 45 40 11,
Monday-Friday 8:30-11:00 a.m. and
1:00-2:30 p.m or on our website –
www.royalmint.dk.
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It is also possible to purchase collector
coins at:

Download QR code reader from your
mobile device.
QR code is short for quick response,
reflecting the system designers’ intention
to make QR codes easy and fast to read.
With a QR code there is no need to type
the full URL into your phone,
instead you simply scan the
image.

News from the Royal Danish Mint
New coin in the ship series
The 11th ship coin depicts the ferry Kong
Frederik IX, which for many years served
several routes between Denmark and
Germany and across the Great Belt.
The motif was designed by the sculptor
Elisabeth Toubro, who has created a fine
relief of ”the King” docking with an
open bow, accompanied by screeching
seagulls.
The coin will be issued as a 20-krone coin
and put into circulation on 29 May 2012.
Proof version
The 20-krone coin will also be minted in
a proof version for collectors. The proof
version can be ordered for a limited
period of time – from 29 May to 6 June
2012 – and will be delivered on an ongoing basis after 29 May. The price is DKK
125 incl. VAT.

We accept orders either via our website
or by telephone from 29 May 2012.
Read more on page 4.
The Royal Danish Mint has moved
During the spring, the Royal Danish Mint
moved from Brøndby to the Danmarks
Nationalbank building in Copenhagen.
Our telephone number is still
+45 43 45 40 11 and our website is still
www.royalmint.dk.
Read more on page 18.
Faroese banknotes
An updated Faroese banknote series with
new security features was put into circulation on 19 March 2012.
The Faroese banknotes can be ordered
via our website, www.royalmint.dk, or by
telephone on +45 43 45 40 11.
Read more on page 10.
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11th Ship coin – The ferry Kong Frederik IX
On 29 May 2012, Danmarks Nationalbank issues a new 20-krone coin featuring the ferry Kong Frederik IX. The
ferry Kong Frederik IX is the 11th coin in
the series which has ships as the general
theme.
The history behind Kong Frederik IX
The ferry Kong Frederik IX was built at
Elsinore Shipyard, and when it was put
into service on 16 December 1954, it was
the world’s largest ferry.
It was 114 m long and 17.7 m wide. The
car deck had 257 m of railway tracks,
allowing the ferry to carry 30 goods
wagons. As a car ferry Kong Frederik IX
could hold 115 passenger cars.
The ferry served several routes e.g. between Denmark and Germany and across
the Great Belt. In 1997 it was taken out
of service and for a few years it served as
a museum ferry at Nyborg. It was scrapped in 2005.
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The sculptor behind the motif
The motif is designed by the sculptor
Elisabeth Toubro. Read more about her
thoughts on the design of the coin on the
next page.
20-krone coin, ordinary version
The new ship coin can be purchased from
certain banks, at Danmarks Nationalbank
(Banking Services) and via the Royal Danish Mint’s website from 29 May 2012.
Price DKK 400 pr. roll
(maximum 3 rolls per customer)
20-krone coin, proof version
– Orders only for a limited period
The proof version of the 20-krone coin
can be ordered at Danmarks Nationalbank (Banking Services) and via the Royal
Danish Mint’s website in the period from
29 May to 6 June 2012.
Price DKK 125
(maximum of 3 coins per customer)

The ferry Kong Frederik IX
Passenger seats
Car capacity
Rail units
Cabines
Berth

1.500
approx. 115 cars
30 wagons/
10 coaches
15
28

The sculptor behind M/V Kong Frederik IX
By sculptor Elisabeth Toubro
The Danish ferry Kong Frederik IX was put into service in 1954.
Ferry aficionados consider it the most beautiful ferry ever to operate between the Danish islands.

All of this made it a very majestic ferry. I wanted to preserve the
image of the proud, beautiful ferry as well as the memory we all
share of taking the ferry when travelling across Denmark.

Photo: Per Nielsen

When I was first asked to submit drafts for the coin design, I
found inspiration in the ferry’s simple lines, its elongated shape,
and its streamlined form with the yet soft, curvy lines of the bow
and the hull, and the black, white and red sections of the funnel
so characteristic of Danish ferries. But also the beautiful interior
of the ferry was a source of inspiration although there was no
room for this on the coin.

To underline its majestic form, Kong Frederik IX fills the entire
face of the coin. The seagulls spark our memory of the Danish
ferries, but also add perspective to the coin, giving us a sense of
the infinite sky.

When I recall taking the ferry between Korsør and Nyborg, I see
the seagulls following along, floating and screaming in the wind
while we throw them bread. Then the ferry docks, its bow door
open (like a giant open mouth), carefully it glides and comes
alongside, while we silently watch in awe only to rush to the car
to drive off board or to the queue waiting to get ashore.
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Ship Coins

Vædderen (the Ram)

The Frigate Jylland

By sculptor Øivind Nygård

By sculptor Hans Pauli Olsen

Release date: 25 April 2007

Release date: 10 September 2007

Sold out

Sold out

Lightship XVII

Faroese boat

Kayak-Umiak

By sculptor Karin Lorentzen

By sculptor Hans Pauli Olsen

By sculptor Niels Motzfeldt

Release date: 27 May 2009

Release date: 2 November 2009

Release date: 29 November 2010

Proof version
Edition:
1,500 coins
Sold out

Proof version
Edition:
2,825 coins
Sold out

Proof version
Edition:
1,877 coins
Sold out

12th Ship Coin
The 12th and last coin in the ship
series will be issued in the autumn of
2012.
Proof version
Proof coins are minted using extremely well-polished dies. Each coin
is minted with several strokes to
provide a silky smooth motif with all
details clearly embossed.
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Selandia

The Sea Stallion

The Royal Yacht Dannebrog

By sculptor Torben Ebbesen

By sculptor Erik Varming

By medallist Henrik Wiberg

Release date: 17 April 2008

Release date: 8 August 2008

Release date: 22 September 2008

Proof version
Edition:
1,500 coins
Sold out

Proof version
Edition:
1,500 coins
Sold out

Proof version
Edition: 1,500 coins
Sold out
500-krone, silver
Edition:
31,700 coins
Sold out

Emma Mærsk

Hjejlen

Kong Frederik IX

By sculptor Torben Ebbesen

By medallist Henrik Wiberg

By sculptor Elisabeth Toubro

Release date: 18 March 2011

Release date: 8 June 2011

Release date: 29 May 2012

Proof version
Edition:
3,810 coins
Sold out

Proof version
Edition:
2,662 coins
Sold out

Proof version
Price DKK 125
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Commemorative coin
Queen Margrethe’s 40th jubile
By sculptor Karin Lorentzen and Royal Armorist Ronny
Andersen
Release date: 10 January 2012

Special
coin letter

3,000-krone coin, gold
Diameter..................22.0 mm
Weight ........................8.65 g
Alloy .............900‰ Au (gold)
Edition: 2,325 coins
Sold out

To mark the Hjejlen’s 150th anniversary, Post Danmark and the
Danish Royal Mint have in this connection made a special coin
letter containing a stamp and a 20-krone coin.
Hjejlen is an old post boat and was built in 1861 at Burmeister &
Baumgarten (later B&W) is the oldest operative paddle steamer in
the world.

500-krone coin, silver
Diameter..................38.0 mm
Weight ........................31.1 g
Alloy ..... 999‰ Ag (fine silver)
Edition: 16,881 coins
Sold at its nominal value

Release date: 8 June 2011
Edition: 3,000
Recommended price
DKK 99
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Proof version, 20-krone coin
Edition: 3,180 coins

ee and the 70th birthday
Commemorative coin to mark the
70th birthday of Her Majesty Queen
Margrethe II on 16 April 2010.
By sculptor Lis Nogel and Royal Heraldic
Painter Ronny Andersen
Release date: 17 March 2010
1000-krone coin, gold:
Diameter ....................... 22.0 mm
Weight ............................. 8.65 g
Alloy .................. 900‰ Au (gold)
Edition: 2,639 coins

500-krone coin, silver:
Diameter ....................... 38.0 mm
Weight ............................. 31.1 g
Alloy ........... 999‰ Ag (fine silver)
Edition: 28,236 coins
Sold at its nominal value

Proof version, 20-krone coin
Edition: 4,100 coins
Sold out

Recommended price
DKK 3,000
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The Faroese
banknote series
On 19 March 2012 an updated version
of the Faroese banknote series with new
security features is put in circulation.
The motifs
The common motif on the notes depicts
Faroese animals. On the face of the notes
the animals are shown as fragments.
On the reverse, watercolours of Faroese
landscapes by the Faroese artist Zacharias
Heinesen (b. 1936) are reproduced.
The fauna motifs contribute life and
variation to the notes, while the watercolours lend a special quality of lightness.
Read more on royalmint.dk
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Danish banknotes
2009-2011
On 24 May 2011 the 1000-krone banknote was issued as the fifth and last
banknote in the new banknote series.
The new series makes it even more
difficult to counterfeit or copy genuine
banknotes.
The banknotes have been designed by
the artist Karin Birgitte Lund and have
Danish bridges and prehistoric finds as
their motifs.
The banknotes are sold at their nominal
value. However, as considerable administration is involved, a handling fee of DKK
200 including VAT will be charged per 10
banknotes.
Orders are limited to a maximum of 10 banknotes per fee,
but may contain a combination
of banknotes from the old, the
new series and the Faroese series.
Buy the banknotes – www.royalmint.dk
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Old Gold Coins
The old gold coins from Danmarks
Nationalbank have attracted considerable interest. It is still possible to buy
the various coins. Initially, 10-krone
coins minted in 1913 and 1917 and
20-krone coins minted in 1913,
1915, 1916 and 1917.
After minting, these coins were
immediately transferred from the
Royal Danish Mint to Danmarks
Nationalbank, where they have been
stored in sealed sacks ever since. In
other words, they have never been in
circulation.
The coins will be delivered in a presentation folder with an outline of
their background and history.
Price of the gold coins
The sales price is based on the market price of gold. This
means that the price
may change if the price
of gold fluctuates.
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The dominant feature on the 10- and
20-krone coin is a portrait of King Christian X. The reverse shows the large coat
of arms, as on the coins from the reign of
King Frederik VIII.
The obverse of the coin was engraved by
Andreas Hansen. The heart on the obverse is a mint mark showing that the coin
was minted at the Royal Danish Mint.
Specifications:
10-krone coin, gold:
Diameter ....................... 18.0 mm
Weight ............................. 4.48 g
Alloy .................. 900‰ Au (gold)
100‰ Cu (fine gold 4.03 g)
Edition: 450.000 10-krone coins were
minted in the period 1913-17.
20-krone coin, gold:
Diameter ....................... 23.0 mm
Weight ............................. 8.96 g
Alloy .................. 900‰ Au (gold)
100‰ Cu (fine gold 8.06 g)
Edition: Around 3,7 million 20-krone coins were minted in the period 1913-1917.

Coin Set for Children 2012
The Coin Set for Children is an ideal
gift to celebrate the birth of a baby or a
christening.

Coin sets and medals are illustrated by
Maja-Louise Ellehammer, media graphic
designer and self taught artist.

The Coin Set has a design with sweet
drawings of a family of trolls minting
coins. It comes with a leaflet for entering
details such as the child’s name, date of
birth, christening date, etc.

The Coin Set for Children comprises all
Danish coins minted in 2012, i.e. 50 øre
and 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 kroner, as well as
a cute medal with a troll motif.
Release date:
28 February 2012
Recommended price
DKK 225

Coin Set for Children 2006
Release date: 28 February 2006.
Edition: 5,000 sets – Sold out
Coin Set for Children 2007
Release date: 29 January 2007.
Edition: 2,700 sets – Sold out
Coin Set for Children 2008
Release date: 5 February 2008.
Edition: 1,000 sets – Sold out
Coin Set for Children 2009
Release date: 19. January 2009.
Edition: 1.450 sets – Sold out
Coin Set for Children 2010
Release date: 5 February 2010
Edition: 1,300 sets – Sold out
Coin Set for Children 2011
Release date: 11 January 2011
Edition: 1,750 sets – Sold out
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Coin Set
2003 Coin Set
Edition: 30,000 sets

2004 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 3,000 sets

2004 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 33,000 sets

2005 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 2,650 sets

2005 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 26,700 sets

2006 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 1,800 sets
Recommended price
DKK 170

2006 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 25,000 sets
2007 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 23,000 sets

2007 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 1,400 sets
2008 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 1,000 sets

2010

2008 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 20,350 sets

2009 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 1,050 sets

2009 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 24,250 sets

2010 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 1,010 sets

2010 Coin Set
Edition: 23,000 sets

2011 Proof Set – Sold out
Edition: 1,000 sets

2011 Coin Set – Sold out
Edition: 17,150 sets
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Proof version

2003

Recommended price
DKK 200

Polar Coins
On the occasion of International Polar
Year 2007-2009 Danmarks Nationalbank issued three thematic coins with
motifs from the polar regions.
Specifications:
1,000-krone coin, gold
Diameter ................ 22.0 mm
Weight ...................... 8.65 g
Alloy ........... 900‰ Au (gold)

Polar Bear

Sirius

By sculptor Niels Motzfeldt

By sculptor Margrete Sørensen

Release date: 26 March 2007

Release date: 26 February 2008

Edition, gold: 6,000 coins – Sold out
Edition, silver: 43,048 coins – Sold out

Edition, gold: 3,604 coins
Daily rate

Northern Lights

Edition, silver: 15.631 coins
Sold out

By sculptor, Professor Morten Stræde

Release date: 23 February 2009
100-krone coin, silver
Diameter .................38.0 mm
Weight .......................31.1 g
Alloy .... 999‰ Ag (fine silver)

Edition, gold: 2,400 coins – Sold out
Edition, silver: 10,600 coins – Sold out

SIRIUS is the main station in Daneborg
and a sub-station Ella Ø in Kong Oscars
Fjord, this is only open in summer, when
the staffing of 4 - 6 man from SIRIUS,
which interprets the stores with their
own boat.
Sledge Patrol tasks are monitoring the
uninhabited coastline of approx. 2.100
km as the crow flies. Patrolling is by
dogsled in the winter and in summer by
sailing the ice-free fjords. In addition,
patrolling by plane and helicopter.
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Fairy Tale Coins
To commemorate the bicentenary of
the birth of Hans Christian Andersen,
the Royal Danish Mint issued a series
of 10-krone coins with a Fairy Tale
theme.
Specifications:
10-krone coin, gold:
Diameter ....................... 22.0 mm
Weight ............................. 8.65 g
Alloy .................. 900‰ Au (gold)
10-krone coin, silver:
Diameter ....................... 38.0 mm
Weight ............................. 31.1 g
Alloy ........... 999‰ Ag (fine silver)
Price of the gold coins
The sales price is based on the market
price of gold. This means that the
price may change if the price of gold
fluctuates.
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The artist behind the Shadow,
Bjørn Nørgaard:

The artist behind the Snow Queen,
Øivind Nygård:

”For me personally it has been a unique artistic experience that I cherish. It was a privilege to work with the Royal Danish Mint’s
highly skilled employees, whose craftsmanship is at a very high level, and contribute to
a long-standing tradition by creating a small
relief that thousands of people will hold in
their hands – and artistically it has been very
rewarding.

The Snow Queen is a fairy tale full of
metamorphoses. Images are recreated
and transformed into other images. This
principle has also been applied to the coin,
which progresses from snow crystals – to
the figure of a woman – to shards of glass.

For me, working with such a small format
has been a challenge. The process involved
multiple modelling and changes before we
finally succeeded in transferring the artist’s
intentions with the small relief to the minted coin.”

The shards of glass from the goblin’s mirror
also symbolise transformation; anything reflected in the mirror takes on a new shape.
On the coin, the shape of the Snow Queen
is also influenced by its interaction with the
coin’s circular shape.

The Shadow
By sculptor, Professor Bjørn Nørgaard

The Ugly Duckling

Release date: 24 April 2006

By sculptor Hans Pauli Olsen

Edition, gold: 3,070 coins
Daily rate

Release date: 31 March 2005
Edition, gold: 7,000 coins – Sold out
Edition, silver: 75,000 coins – Sold out

The Little Mermaid
Edition, silver: 22,317 coins – Sold out

By sculptor Tina Maria Nielsen

Release date: 20 October 2005
Edition, gold: 4,220 coins – Sold out
Edition, silver: 40,220 coins – Sold out

The Snow Queen
By sculptor Øivind Nygård

Release date: 30 August 2006

The Nightingale
By sculptor Torben Ebbesen

Edition, gold: 3,075 coins
Daily rate

Release date: 25 October 2007
Edition, gold: 2,964 coins – Sold out
Edition, silver: 18,117 coins – Sold out

Edition, silver: 25,758 coins – Sold out
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The Banknote Printing Works and the Royal Danish Mint
The Royal Danish Mint and the Banknote Printing Works have
now been joined.
With the relocation, the expertise that Danmarks Nationalbank
has built up over many years within design, engraving techniques
and protection of payment instruments has been merged into
one unit called the Banknote Printing Works and the Royal Danish Mint.
By joining these specialised work functions that cannot be found
elsewhere in Denmark, Danmarks Nationalbank will be able to
continue to create beautiful banknotes and coins for the entire
Kingdom, also in the future.
The tradition of the Royal Danish Mint striking new coins to mark
special events in the Royal Family or issuing coins with specific
themes that reflect our common history and cultural heritage will
continue and be further developed in the years ahead.
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Danish banknotes
Likewise, Danish banknotes are also developed on an ongoing
basis.
The current banknote series – the 2009 series – was issued in the
period 2009-2011 and like the preceding series it was printed in
the Danmarks Nationalbank building in Copenhagen.
In collaboration with the artist Karin Lund, the Banknote Printing
Works’ own staff has developed the banknote series with Danish
bridges and the surrounding landscapes as the theme.
In addition to the Danish banknote series, Danmarks Nationalbank has also been printing Faroese banknotes since 1949. An
updated version of the current banknote series with new security
features was issued in March 2012. The motifs are still Faroese
animals and landscapes.

Royal Danish Mint has moved
In the early spring, the Royal Danish
Mint moved to the Danmarks Nationalbank building and now shares premises
with the Banknote Printing Works. All
equipment from the Royal Danish Mint’s
premises in Brøndby was packed up and
transported to Havnegade, Copenhagen.
Minting machines, medal presses etc.
were unpacked, assembled and installed
at the premises that now house both the
Banknote Printing Works and the Royal
Danish Mint.
It was something of a challenge to move
the Royal Danish Mint’s machines, which
are huge and weigh many tonnes, and it
was quite a struggle to fit them all in.
The biggest challenge was to move the
huge medal press used to make medals.
The medal press weighs 12 tonnes and is
built on a cement platform. It took two

men three days to break the machine
off the cement platform, and everything
was covered in grey dust. Afterwards, a
16-ton truck had to lift it out of the Royal
Danish Mint’s premises and transport it to
Havnegade.
The medal press and the minting machines are now positioned side by side with
the Banknote Printing Works’ printing
press for banknotes.
The purpose of the relocation was to
bring together the production of banknotes and coins in the same building. By moving the Royal Danish Mint to Danmarks
Nationalbank’s building in Havnegade it
will be possible to make maximum use of
the overall capacity in the future, and all
the employees of Danmarks Nationalbank
will be gathered in one place.

The Royal Danish Mint’s Internet shop
has also been moved to the Danmarks
Nationalbank building. We accept orders
by telephone on +45 43 45 40 11.
Office hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-11:00
a.m. and 1:00-2:30 p.m.
Banknotes and coins can also be ordered
via our website, www.royalmint.dk, or can
be purchased against cash payment at
Danmarks Nationalbank, Banknotes and
Coins.
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Schedule 2012

2012 Coin Set for Children

10 January
28 February

11th Ship Coin

29 May

12th Ship Coin

Autumn

2012 Coin Set

Autumn

2012 Coin Set – Proof version

Autumn

Royal Danish Mint
Havnegade 5
DK-1093 Copenhagen K
Denmark

Web:
E-mail:
Tel.:
Fax:

www.royalmint.dk
dkm@nationalbanken.dk
+45 43 45 40 11
+45 33 63 71 10

Layout and pictures: Danmarks Nationalbank

HM The Queen’s 40th Jubilee

